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CORPORATE GIFTING SOLUTIONS
B E Y O N D  O R D I N A R Y
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INFOSYS

DASSAULT SYSTEMS

A Fresher
Approach
towards gifting
Introducing a fresher approach to gifting,
Confetti redefines the art of giving. In a world
saturated with generic presents, we bring
innovation, creativity, and thoughtfulness to
every gift we curate.  With an array of carefully
selected products, personalized touches, and a
dedication to sustainability, we are the
embodiment of modern gifting. Welcome to a
new era of meaningful and refreshing gifts, where
every occasion becomes an opportunity to make
someone's day extraordinary



About Us 
Amongst the madness in the market, we carefully
hand pick our products from the sellers who put
extreme details in the products they create. The
whole process of creation is as important as the
product itself, hence we believe in putting our
greatest efforts into curating the perfect box for
every occasion and for everyone’s need. It is your
go-to place for gift shopping.



Why Corporate
Gifting?
The corporate world is all about building
connections - be it your team, clients, or
partners, they all play critical roles in your
journey to success. That's why gift-giving,
especially through corporate gifting, is so
powerful. It's a way to demonstrate your
appreciation, reinforce your relationships,
and enhance your brand's image.



72%60%

42%88%

of individuals want to
purchase corporate gifts

made in India

Approximately 60%

 of respondents stated that
they desire high-quality and

personalized gifts, along
with a variety of choices

About 88%

 who received a promotional
gift said they were more likely

to do business with the
company in the future.

42% of customers

Why Corporate Gifting?

 of the gift box analyzed are
within the price range of 

Rs. 1000- Rs. 5000

More than 72%



Indians are known for
being emotionally
high, who would go
to any limit to keep
their relationship
with their relatives,
friends, family
members and their
dear ones. Gifting
market got its blood
from this very nerve
thread, which is
quite sensitive
among Indians.

Money can
buy you
anything but
not
relationship
with the other
individual.



Corporate
gifting in India is
growing at over

200% per
annum.



Overall, the use of
corporate gifting will
continue, delivering as
large as 10x returns on
investment. This
growth will be
especially prominent in
the B2B sector.



Stand out gifts

Tracking individual
deliveries

Delayed
Delivery & RTO

Follow Up with
POC for delivery

Problems faced in corporate gifting

Bad Quality

Address Collection

Breakage in transit

Stock up of
gifts

Volatility of pricing

Replacement of
damaged goods

Last minute Gifting

Waste of packaging  
expenses



Our gifting approch is designed to 

save on your resources without

compromising on excellence

Elevate Value of each gift with us as we

craft an unforgettable unboxing

experience

Experience a breath of fresh air

with our distinctive, attention-

grabbing gift options

Say goodbye to admin and HR

burdens and let us handle the

end-to-end process

Is the constant budget
pressure wearing you down?

Looking to shift from Ordinary
to Extraordinary gifting ?

Frustrated with mundane
gifting choices?  

Tired of hunting down
addresses?

Why Us?



End-to-End
Solutions

Emotion-Led
Gifting Solutions

Designer
Packaging

Assured Quality
Checks 

Delivering
Internationally 

Personalized
Gift-Giving.

WHAT WE OFFER



A microwebsite is a custom landing page

that's created for a specific purpose or

event. It is designed to be a dedicated page

for your clients. 

MICROWEBSITE
Value addition

Cost savings

Real-time tracking

Saves human resource of the
company

Convenience and comfort of
selecting

 Take Bulk Orders Hassle Free

Stand out from the rest

Hassle-free address collection



STYLE YOUR OWN CORPORATE BOX
Easily craft a personalized hamper from scratch for a gift-

giving experience that is simple, seamless, and streamlined.



Our Curations

Each and every hamper is curated aesthetically and keeping in mind the

colour scheme of the products and the emotion behind gifting.



Our
Curations
Each and every hamper is

curated aesthetically and

keeping in mind the

colour scheme of the

products and the

emotion behind gifting.

DBS OYO
CG-201 CG-202



RocketiumInfosys SBI
CG-203 CG-204 CG-205



Bizongo Twitter
CG-206 CG-207



One ImpressionGap Inc. Uber
CG-208 CG-209 CG-210



Livspace
CG-211



Pepper Content
CG-212



Myntra Amazon
CG-213 CG-214



Uber
CG-215



Marsh Razorpay
CG-216 CG-217



Mercedes
CG-218



Avow OYO
CG-219 CG-220



New Joinee 
Hampers

CG-221 CG-222



CG-223 CG-224 CG-225



CG-226 CG-227



Thoughtful
corporate gifting

sets your
company apart

from competitors
and can be a

unique selling
point



Fitness & Wellness
Hampers

Whether its fitness,

motivation, fun or any theme

leave it to us experts to

curate hampers for your

clients/ employess or

customers. Each and every

hamper is curated

aesthetically keeping in mind

the emotion behind gifting. MindfulSnack It Right

CG-228 CG-229



AarogyaSBI Fitness
Hamper

So Fit

CG-230 CG-231 CG-232



Eco Friendly
Hampers
Whether its fitness,

motivation, fun or any

theme leave it to us

experts to curate

hampers for your clients/

employess or customers.

Each and every hamper is

curated aesthetically

keeping in mind the

emotion behind gifting.
Eco Friendly

Diwali Radience

CG-233 CG-234



Nurture and Nature Eco Friendly Holi

CG-235 CG-236



Eco-friendly gifts and
sustainable practices

in gifting can align
with corporate social
responsibility goals..
This contributes to a

positive and inclusive
work environment,

promoting a culture of
appreciation.



Motivational
Hampers
Whether its fitness,

motivation, fun or any

theme leave it to us

experts to curate

hampers for your clients/

employess or customers.

Each and every hamper is

curated aesthetically

keeping in mind the

emotion behind gifting.
Godrej Motivational Hamper

CG-237 CG-238



Fun Hampers
Whether its fitness,

motivation, fun or any

theme leave it to us

experts to curate

hampers for your clients/

employess or customers.

Each and every hamper is

curated aesthetically

keeping in mind the

emotion behind gifting. Godrej PNB
CG-239 CG-240



your
appreciation
and gratitude.

A well-chosen
gift is a silent
reminder of 



Festive 
Gifting
Whether its Diwali, Holi or

New Years, leave it to our

experts to curate

hampers for your clients/

employees or customers.

Pinken Prosperity Chirag

CG-241 CG-242



Sugandh Vasudha

CG-243 CG-244



Phool Noor Happy Hour Basket

CG-245 CG-246 CG-247



Siddhi Gulmohar Kamal

CG-249CG-248 CG-250



BGMI Amazon
CG-252CG-251



Wedding 
Gifting

CG-253 CG-254



Vicky Kaushal and Katrina Kaif's Wedding Hampers
CG-255



CG-256 CG-257 CG-258



I just got my hands at the hamper and its
gorgeous. The products look premium and

the packaging is on brand, just what we
had envisioned. Everyone who received

the hamper loved it. Thank you for helping
us spread some cheer in these tough

times. I enjoyed this collaboration, looking
forwad to work again in the future.

LUXURY ESCAPE

Testimonials

Wonderful unboxing experience!
Excellent products from various

categories like electronics, bottles,
etc. Used their service for

Corporate Gifting, truly one stop
solution for all your gifting needs.

03
.

RAZORPAY
Thank you for making women's day

celebrationa memorable one for
everyone in the office with the

specially curated hampers. Everyone
is loving the Michelle Obama book, a

must read for everyone, I guess.
Looking forward to working again in

the future.
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SBI MUTUAL FUNDS



Testimonials

At every step of building the
hamper for Voiro. We always had

the entire team to help us with the
awesome creations and put up

with our nitty gritty requests, even
though we had a small quantity of

50 hampers.

Thank you team Confetti,  
appreciate all your patience and

effort for making the wedding
favours so special..all the guests

appreciated the hampers and the
clients were really happy !!

Everyone loved the gifts, even
though we knew what exactly is in

it but the unboxing experience
was amazing.

Great experience and beautiful
hampers. Thanks for the wonderful

hampers!
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SHOWTIME GROUP VOIROINSTELLARS



Trusted By



Featured In



Our Team



Talk To Us


